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Fragment/a. 

Introduction.
As a fashion designer, my understanding and approach to the subject has always been about extending the fashion framework and confronting interfaces with other disciplines in an attempt to enrich the process of design. It has also been about communicating a ‘research story’ to the widest   audience which would include students, professionals, art/design literate and non-literate alike . Fragment/a has been just such a story, chronicling a personal study of a museum and the gradual sifting and translation of information and inspiration to a realised public outcome.

As the V&A/London College of Fashion Designer in Residence, my brief was to respond to the collections, galleries and intellectual environment of the Museum and to produce a body of work that would reflect such research in a fashion context. Finding a way into the visual, historical and academic maze of the place was to prove a considerable challenge. With apparently seven and a half miles of galleries, where exactly might one start, and end? To base a response on one specific object or space, or to base a response on literally everything reduced down to a sort of V&A ‘stock’? How would the museum shape, reinforce or question my own ideas and thinking and how might I emphasise the role the V&A has as a place of inspiration, innovation and learning?

Despite some initial concerns regarding creative compatibility with the V&A, (my immediate sympathies lay with the more technological focus of the Science Museum), it was extremely encouraging to discover the V&A’s, or more correctly the South Kensington Museum’s original remit in 1851 was to “provide a showcase for new ideas and to spur to improve design”.

Whilst given the restraints of time and funding, my response would always be a focussed affair, but  it was nonetheless important to convey a message that the Museum can generate imaginative smaller projects to compliment the larger mainstream shows; a strategy that will hopefully be continued and augmented by a succession of future designers in residence.


Initial Gallery Studies.
Starting on the lower ground floor with the Europe and American galleries and working up towards Level 6’s Far Eastern Ceramics and ending with the Henry Cole Wing, the content of the Museum was arranged into 30 manageable day visits or missions. 




I became intrigued by the fact that many of the items on display could never attain a state of completion, having once belonged to a larger set, collection or structure. Due to ageing, damage, distribution of ownership or the logistics of display their exhibition was only ever partial. However, the means and type of presentation had always been carefully considered and in some cases the exhibit was physically incorporated into the mount, creating a blurring of object and display paraphernalia. 

My preliminary notes, sketches and photographs reflected a wide range of criteria. These not only touched upon the more obvious aspects of age, history, material, surface decoration or arrangement but also focussed on the peripheral fittings, overlooked spaces, lighting, repairs,  renovations and traces of previous exhibits. They prioritised an exhibiting of absence.


Word Lists.
A series of simple textual responses and word lists were drawn up. These might comment upon the construction of an object or space, its lighting, the presence of other visitors, the interplay of neighbouring displays or background sound. 

These lists developed into sets of descriptions which would organise and curate specific recorded details and personal responses, for instance:

Form: modular, component, geometric, abstract, asymmetrical, segmented, fractured, shard-like, facetted.

Condition: unfinished, incomplete, edits, cut-ups, repairs, kit-like, fractal, viral.

Value: faked, forged, alien, culturally orphaned, belonging to a past of the future.

Thereafter, a series of self-penned ‘Melt-words’ (or Neologisms) was devised, in which two or more words were simply fused together to describe an appropriate quality or process. 

Familien. Familiar + alien. Something that is recognisable and unknown at the same time.

Guesture. Guess + structure. A speculative and definitive organisation.

Opussition. Opus + supposition. A guesswork.

Pasturistic. Past + futuristic. Something belonging to the past as well as the future, or having a narrative thread running from one to the other.

Realginary. Real + imaginary. Something that is both indisputable and invented. Unfinished or incomplete yet highly influential or decisive.

Evidentiality. Evidence + eventuality. Proof of possibility.

Restruct. Research + construct.
These Melt-words, alongside the abstracted line drawings, would become instrumental in shaping the conceptual nature and visual language of Fragment/a. This approach became part of a design initiative called Simplexity, (simple + complexity), which looked to obtain complex results from very simple processes.

Drawings.
Rough biro drawings were the very first visual responses, simple sketches that accompanied the initial written observations. 

Focussing on specific aspects of these drawings, subsequent line studies became increasingly  edited and abstracted whilst still maintaining the essence of the original object(s). These were now used as the direct visual inspiration for the design of the garments and mannequin. 

At a later stage, selected gallery colours would be introduced to these linear arrangements and modified or adapted accordingly until pleasing or intriguing compositions were developed. I identified these as Fragment/a-scapes.


Colour.
Whilst the physical shape and form of exhibits within the museum was to inspire the form of the garments and mannequin, the colour sources came from an entirely separate tour and study. Therefore, something instrumental to the design of a garment might have absolutely no bearing in terms of its colour.

Objects and spaces were now identified and recorded for their colour and finish, whether delicate or emphatic, rich or faded, clean or dirty, smooth or textured. Written descriptions were frequently made to describe an object’s colour and would later involve congruent matching with swatches from such sources as magazines and books, packaging or paint sampler cards.

The constant presence of reflections found in virtually all the glass surfaces of the display cabinets brought to mind how they could be viewed or interpreted as part of the object’s overall composition and structure. It was this phenomenon that suggested the idea of projecting images onto the garment and mannequin.


Garment or ‘Frag/ment’.
Continuing the theme of fragmentation, the garments were intended to look unfinished and unresolved, their panels and layers suggesting a peculiar process of editing and blending with other panels and layers within and beyond the object itself. In part, their design reflected the way certain exhibits morphed with their frame, mount or environment and in part their design was derived from the abstracted line drawings. 

The exclusive use of silk duchesse satin in the garment precisely reflected the historic and contemporary nature of the V&A. This fabric has long been a signature of my work and I was always attracted to it by its duality, of being traditional and modern at the same time. 

I also wanted to be completely influenced by the forms and lines of the initial drawings in the design of the garment. Whereas normally, my design work would be subject to a stringent process of aesthetic regulation, here I wanted to relax and surrender myself to the shapes and lines detailed by the drawings. In fact the procedure could almost be described as improvisational. As such, I had mixed feelings about the results. On one hand, I welcomed the comparative loose  relationship with the finished garment but on the other hand I felt there were aspects of the garment that were not adequately resolved or explored.


Mannequin or ‘Data-quin’.
The mannequin was intended to satisfy two functions. Firstly, to act as a display for the garment in which the two things would merge as a result of their incomplete forms. Secondly, it was to act as a simple projection screen for a sequence of images documenting various exhibits, details and spaces throughout the museum and to offer some clue to the focus and thinking that lay behind the work.

The idea of the projection was to compound the notion of hybridisation and fragmentation in which the overall structure would exist as part garment, part mannequin, part furniture and part moving image, alluding to a strange 21st century animated dressing table/clothes horse, hence the term       data-quin. 

The design of these pieces was again largely determined by the initial drawings, but much more tightly and diligently. Although they are yet to be completed, I was much happier with their outcome than with the garments.


Exhibition.
The general theme of Fragment/a is one of unfinishedness and incompleteness and as such the work exhibited in the V&A’s Contemporary Space was just that, partial and subject to revision and alteration. 

The physical relationship of the mannequin and screen was intended to be flexible and capable of various configurations, depending on space and/or mood. Likewise, the size and positioning of the projection was to be variable. In this instance, rather than be strategically projected onto the garment and data-quin as originally intended, the images were projected onto the curved wall of the gallery. This was felt to facilitate a more comprehensive audience viewing and assessment of the Museum features and their apparent or ambiguous connection with the exhibited pieces.

In subsequent showings of Fragment/a, presentation will again be determined by the attributes of the venue and any subsequent manifestations of the work. Additional colour work is expected on the data-quin, another garment is planned featuring printed and embroidered decoration (and smaller scale so allowing further inspection of the mannequin structure) alongside extensive reworking of the PowerPoint presentation. Thus, the idea is for Fragment/a to grow and shift its centre of focus over the course of its exhibiting life.                                                       
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